
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of transformation
architect. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and
to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be
considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for transformation architect

Design and execution of the bank-wide transformation strategy and target
operating model, with focus on C&G countries
C&G-wide optimization of global and local change programs and budget
C&G-wide optimisation and coordination of global and country
transformation roadmaps
Portfolio monitoring, tracking and reporting within C&G, and transformation
communication and engagement of all parties involved/impacted
Develop customer specific solution architecture that seamlessly integrates
various AWS services with their SAP on AWS systems to provide a holistic
solution
Develop and deliver accelerator, offerings and solutions focused on specific
industry use cases by using your technical breadth and industry experience
Enable team of architects and solution specialists on these offerings and help
them deliver it to our customers
Establish a roadmap for these offerings and be the voice of the customer for
our product organization advocating for new features and improvements to
our products
Work with our partner alliance teams to onboard partner solutions as
required in your overall solution design
Be a recognized expert in your area of work by publishing best practice white
papers, blogs and presentations in conferences
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Minimum 5 years of experience in setting up and managing dependency
management tools such as Maven, NPM
Minimum 5 years of experience in creating and managing jobs in build
management tools such as Jenkins, Maven, Grunt
Minimum 5 years of experience with Linux (writing shell scripts)
Minimum 5 years of experience Hands-on configuration and management
experience with modern configuration management tools
SPC (Scaled Agile Framework or SAFe, Program Consultant Certification)
Coordinate change activities across common stakeholder groups


